In two previous papers,f the author investigated the problem of wave motion for infinite domains of one, two, and three dimensions and for certain sub-infinite domains; that is, domains bounded in certain directions but extending to infinity in other directions. The present paper is a sequel to the aforementioned papers and deals with the problem of wave motion in an infinite solid, bounded internally by a cylinder or a sphere.
In the subsequent developments we shall use the following abbreviations :
where a: is a real variable ranging from -oo to oo and p is a complex variable whose real part is positive. We shall also introduce the operators Vc, V«, ]Cƒƒƒ» an d Sƒƒƒƒ defined as follows : (r', 6', a) vol. 27 (1939), pp. 182-194 . These papers will be referred to as L-l and L-2, respectively.
where P n is the Legendre polynomial of degree n and y is the angle between the vectors from the origin to the points (r, 0, </>) and (r',e',4>') .
Consider first the case of an infinite solid bounded internally by a cylinder. In this case the displacement satisfies the system A consisting of equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) :
(1) V*U(P; t) = 2b^ U(P; t) + --|r U(P; t) + HP; t),
As in L-l and L-2, we put
where u{P\ t) satisfies the system B, consisting of (1), (2), (3), and the boundary condition (6) <P;*)=0, r = R, and where v(P; i) satisfies the system C, obtained from A, by replacing U(P; t) by v(P; t) and putting/(P) =g(P) = $(P; 0=0. We proceed to the solution of the systems B and C. As in L-l and L-2, the method of solving the systems B and C consists in making the substitution (7) «(r, 6;t) = *-*««i(r,fl;/), 
vnR,e;P) = <i>?{6;P).
In order to obtain the solution of Bi*, we make use of the identityf for r' O; the corresponding expression for r' >r, is obtained by interchanging r and r'. In view of (14), it can be verified that the expression is the solution of the system Bi*. Bearing in mind the significance of F(r, 6; p) from (10), (15) The problem now reduces to obtaining the inverse Laplace transforms of (17), (18) 
In the case where the solutions/, g, <j>, and <E> do not depend on 0, it is clear that the final solution is also independent of 0. In this case, it can be shown (see Appendix, §2) that the identity (14) must be replaced by
where the expression for G 0 is obtained from that for G nj by replacing the index n by zero. In view of this result, the solutions for #1,1, ^1,2, and 2/1,3, when these solutions do not depend on 0, may be obtained at once from (20), (21), and (22), by dropping the summation sign and the factor cos n(Q -d') and replacing the subscript n by zero.
We proceed to the solution of the system Ci*. The expression
is a solution of (12), satisfying the boundary conditions (13), provided then by Borel's theorem, the inverse Laplace transform of (23) is
7T _oo J o Jo
Our problem thus reduces to solving the integral equation (26), where a is defined in (25). Since Hr}(z)-*0 in the upper half of the s-plane and since its zeros are known to lie in the lower half of the plane, it can be easily shown with the aid of the Cauchy integral theorem that .
Hi(ra)
If" w n (r; t) = -
In (27) and (29), we have the complete solution of the system Bi. It should be remarked that the expression w n (r; t) given by (29) is real. Indeed, if in the contribution to the integral in (29) for the range from -<*> to 0 we make the substitution x --£, replace once more the variable of integration £ by x, and furthermore, make use of the well known relation
becomes
Since H}(z) = J n (z)+iY n (z) y the above equation ultimately becomes
If the function <f> is independent of 0, it is clear that Vi is independ-ent of 6. In this case, instead of (23) In this case, the displacement U(P;t) must satisfy a system similar to A, except that V 2 w(P; /) is now the Laplacian in spherical coordinates and the boundary condition (4) may assume the more general form
The method of solution is entirely similar to that in Part I. The Laplace transforms of the functions U\{P\ t) and Vi(P; t) obtained from u(P; t),v(P; t) by the substitutions (7), (8), and (9), for the case under consideration, must now satisfy the systems D*, consisting of equations (33) and (34), and E*, consisting of (35) We proceed to the solution of the system Di*. In this case, we make use of the following identity;! (37) f(r, 6, 0) = ^ Z ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ {ƒ('', B>, 4>')G n+vi {r, r', a)}.
As in Part I, it can be verified that the expression f The derivation of this identity is discussed in the Appendix, §4. The expression for G n+ m(r, r', a) may be obtained from that of G n (r, r', a) by replacing the subscript wby w+1/2. [April is a solution of the system D*, provided that the expression for G n+ ii<2,(r y r' ', a) in (38) is obtained from the expression G n (r, r', a) by replacing the subscript n by w + 1/2. The expressions for wi,i, «1,2, and «1,3 may therefore be obtained at once from the corresponding expressions in Part I in the forms TT-f dT ' a (a) ) We now proceed to the solution of the system Ei*. The expression v? (r, e,4>;p) 
is a solution of Ei*, provided Our problem thus reduces to solving the integral equation (44). This equation is identical with (26) except that the subscript n is replaced by w + 1/2. The method of solution of (45) is entirely similar to that of (26) where the terms in parentheses are given by (39), (40), (41), and (45). An important special case is that in which the functions ƒ, g, 12, <£ do not depend on the angles 6 and <f>. While the solution can be obtained from the previous solution by integrating the variables 6' and 0', it is easier to proceed as follows. We have to solve the system of equations >;/), R<r< oo, R <r < oo, R <r < oo, 
